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Risk Solutions Testimonial / A Leading Collection Company

High Right Party Contacts.  
Low TCPA Risk.
A leading collection company used Neustar’s Contact Compliance Risk Solutions to mitigate compliance  
risk and experienced increased operational efficiencies with their outbound dialing strategy. 

Through Neustar’s authoritative contact intelligence, our proprietary linking of logic and real time 
updates, the company verified the connection between a consumer’s name, address and phone  
number - thereby improving the speed to first Right Party Contact (RPC). 

Neustar analyzed call data and found important ways to improve.
Upon analysis of the company’s call data, Neustar uncovered significant room for improvement. By 
overlaying Neustar’s authoritative data – for identification, verification, phone activity, and phone type – 
the company was able to:

	§ Identify 53% of contacts as bad numbers (those not resulting in a right-party contact) and remove these 
from dialing efforts.

	§ Increase manual dialing productivity by 70%.

	§ Increase right-party contacts by 60%, greatly improving outbound call-center efficiency. This also 
boosted revenue as the company serviced charge-offs in consumer card and student lending debt.

The company can now verify the linkage between a customer’s name, address and phone number – 
instantly and definitively. The bottom line: higher productivity and revenue, while maintaining strict 
TCPA compliance.

% of Total 
Phones RPC Rates

% of Total 
RPCs Dials/RPC

$ Collected 
Per Dial

Best 20% 7.5% 66.9% 13 $38.46

Better 14% 2.3% 14.1% 43 $11.49

Bad 21% 1.5% 10.6% 67 $7.50

Worst 44% 0.4% 8.4% 250 $2.00

Before 
Neustar 100% 2.3% 100% 44 $11.36
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https://www.home.neustar/
trustid-compliance-solutions/
contact-compliance-risk
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Improved call-center 
outbound dialing 
effectiveness

Increased  
collection rates

Captured more 
revenue per dial

KEY HIGHLIGHTS Neustar Provided Several New Dialing 
Strategies That Better Leverage 
Operational Capacity
New dialing strategies based on Neustar’s phone intelligence enabled 
this company to better leverage their operational capacity to:

	§ Prioritize a pool of contacts to align with operational efforts  
(agents can prioritize contacts they are most likely to reach  
and collect from)

	§ Evaluate and work additional portfolios to capture more revenue  
per dial (i.e. focus on high value contacts)

	§ Determine contact strategy and frequency based on  
revenue potential

The Bottom-Line: Higher Productivity  
and Revenue
Data drives decisions. Neustar’s access to proprietary phone 
intelligence helped this company and other collection agencies  
to leverage their operational capacity to drive more revenue  
out of each and every call.

About Neustar Contact Compliance Risk
Neustar Contact Compliance Risk provides insights on who to call 
or text and how to prioritize numbers for lowest risk. By leveraging 
unique relationships with telecom providers and powering over 
90% of caller ID in the U.S., Neustar verifies, in real time, the 
linkages among a consumer’s name, phone number, valid consent, 
and other attributes.
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